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Art Meeting 
May 16, 2011 
Sinclair Annex 2, Room 1 
 
Present:   Marcia Roberts-Deutsch (Hon), Sarah Bremser (Kap), Jim Goodman (Lee), 
Gaye Chan, Tom Bingham, Mamoru Sato and Krystyna Aune (UHM), Joanne Itano (UH 
System) 
 
Meeting Summary 
 
Course Changes 
 
Art 290 changed to Art 390 by UHM 
 Art 171 and 172 + 280 or 290 is equivalent to Art 175/176 
 Art 270  +  280 or 290 is equivalent to Art 175/176 
 
Art 224 changed to Art 324 effective Fall 2007 

The rationale for the change was to better prepare students for the course by 
adding a prerequisite (Art 223).   It has been confirmed that a 200 level course 
may have a lower 200 numbered course as a prerequisite.   Mo will ask 
drawing/painting faculty to revisit the change from 224 to 324.   

 
Art 113 and 116 are remaining.    

Art 400 was a proposed new foundational course which has been cancelled for 
Fall 2011.  It would be an additional foundational course. 

 
Change Art 123 to 226 and Art 223 to 326 

The intent was to add Art 113 as a prerequisite to Art 123. It was discussed 
adding 113 as a prerequisite to 123 with no change to 123 or 223.   Mo to discuss 
with drawing/painting faculty in Fall 2011.  

 
Input at UHM Art Curriculum Meetings 
 
 This committee meets 2-3 times/semester generally on a Friday.  It is requested 
that an invitation to O‘ahu Art faculty (a representative from each campus) be invited to 
this meeting.   In the past there was one CC Art faculty who attended the curriculum 
meeting but did not consistently inform the other CC Art faculty of the discussions at 
these meetings.   It is suggested that the following be discussed: 
 

• Perceived lack of preparation of the CC student for Art courses.   What are the 
specific concerns so that the CC faculty may address them. 

• What is the vision of the UHM Art Department?  What direction are the programs 
going? 

• What are the issues that drive the curriculum changes? 
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Gaye to provide the date/time of the September 2011 curriculum meetings to the O‘ahu 
CC Art faculty representative (Marcia for HonCC, Jim for LeeCC, Sarah for Kap, ?Win 
CC rep) 
 
List of Art faculty   
The following were provide by Gaye Chan: 
 
"Alan Leitner" <    leitner@hawaii.edu>, "Carl Jennings" <cjenning@hawaii.edu>, 
"Cheryl Souza" <cherylso@hawaii.edu>, "Davie Behlke" <behlke@hawaii.edu>, "James 
Goodman" <goodmanj@hawaii.edu>, "Kapulani Landgraf" <Kapukili@aol.com>, 
"Kauka De Silva" <    des@hawaii.edu>, "Liz Nakoa" <    nakoae@hawaii.edu>, "Marcia 
Roberts-Deutsch" <    marcia@hcc.hawaii.edu>, "Mark Hamasaki" 
<mhamasak@hawaii.edu>, "Mike Harada" <haradami@hawaii.edu>, "Paul Nash" 
<pnash@hawaii.edu>, "Sarah Bremser" <    sem@hawaii.edu>, "Shigeru Miyamoto" 
<shigerum@hawaii.edu>, "Snowden Hodges" <snowden@hawaii.edu>, "Toni Martin" 
<amm@hawaii.edu>, "Wayne Muromoto" <wmuromot@hawaii.edu>, 
 
Systemwide Art Faculty meeting 
 
 It was suggested that this meeting be scheduled to coincide with the UHM BFA 
show in the spring 2012.   This would be a visioning meeting.  Dean Bingham offered to 
provide food for this meeting and the Office of the Executive Vice President for 
Academic Affairs/Provost will provide travel support for at least one neighbor island Art 
faculty. 
 
Note:  From an email from Jim Goodman 11/2/11: 
 
Discussions with the UHM Art Department regarding course articulation have 
resulted in agreements on the following courses for UHCC's who wish to have their 
art courses accepted as fulfilling program requirements at the UHM's Department 
of Art & Art History : 
 
1.  Art 123 (Intro to Painting) will remain at that number at UHM, if all UHCC 
campuses have Art 113 ( Basic Drawing) as a prerequisite to their Art 123. 
2.  Art 214 (Life Drawing) will have Art 113 as a prerequisite. 
3.  Art 223 (Intermediate Painting) will remain at that number at UHM, if all 
UHCC campuses have Art 123 as a prerequisite to their Art 223. 
4.  Art 324 (Painting from Life) will return to Art 224 (Painting from Life), if all 
UHCC campuses have Art 214 and Art 223 as prerequisites to their Art 224. 
5.  Art 290 (Art of Africa, Pacific, North America) will be accepted at UHM as 
equivalent to UHM's Art 390 (Art of Africa, Pacific, North America ), if those 
UHCC campuses that offer Art 290 have Art 176 as a pre-requisite. 
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